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Spain is on top when it comes to tourism. There are various reasons for that. Spain has attractive
cities, towns, villages and historical places. Spain is one of the oldest countries of the world when it
comes to the origination of human civilizations. There are places in Spain having human settlements
for thousands of years. Similarly there are remains of ancient civilizations that show the great history
of Spain.

The capital of Spain is Madrid which is one of the most modern cities of the world. The good thing
about this city is that the visitors enjoy more the more they stay in this city. The city has many parks,
restaurants, cafes, shopping places, museums and monuments that inspire people visiting it. Along
with Madrid Barcelona holds international importance. The Olympic games of 1992 were hosted in
Barcelona and the city has grown up rapidly ever since with great reputation. Barcelona is more
famous then Madrid among most of the visitors. The reason probably is that it is an excellent city to
spend vacations in Spain.

An excellent city in Spain is Granada. It is a small city in comparison with Madrid and Barcelona but
it has a great infrastructure. There is a Fort in this city which is named as Alhambra belonging to the
Moorish era of Spain. Similarly Moroccan tea houses in the city are another reason of its fame.
Seville is a famous city in Spain. There are many reasons of its fame. Itâ€™s a historical city having
lovely environment and facilities of this era. It has the famous Cathedral, Alcazar and various other
monuments that inspire everyone. San Sebastian is one of the most important cities of Spain. It has
some excellent beaches that capture lots of tourism for Spain.

The most important museum of Spain is located in Bilbao. The name of the museum is Guggenheim
Museum. Apart from that there are many attractive places in the city of Bilbao in Spain. Valencia is
another attractive city of Spain in various aspects. When it comes to population then Valencia is on
number three in Spain. Cordoba is probably the heart of Spain as the famous Mesquite Mosque lies
in it. The city is still an attraction for Muslims, Christian and Jews. The famous Jewish quarter also
lies in it. Some other famous cities include Santiago de Compostela and Salamanca in Spain. They
are ancient as well as modern.
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